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PHENIN RADIO CORPORATION

CONDENSER

.

116.D East 25th Serest

New Ywk

Only
specialists
can make
good fixed condensers
HE small fixed condensers in your radio set are

Tthere

to help you get clear reception.

if

these
the

little condensers are not made most accurately
quality of reception you get-even though your
may be excellent in all other respects
greatly impaired.

-will

set
be

You will find that nearly all sets made -in fact
over 90% 61 them -arc equipped with Dubilier
Micadons. This is the name by which all Dubilier
fixed condensers are known.
Be sure your set- whether you buy it or build
is equipped with Micadons.
They are made by
specialists.

it-

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION
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How to Build the New

Acme Cabot Circuit Receiver
Kitt,

Assembly Instructions for the Aetna.
in %shits
method
is
employed.
A
Stallion
tube
tuning
detector
the
HiIiiIy

tr

scents as though the designers of
new
Aemeflex Kitset
have given ns plenty uf food for
thought on the question of what features
Loop
f uture home receiver will have.
reception is, of course, very desirable
for its convenience. portable femme,
:111,1
selectivity.
l'he drawlmck to its
more extended application has .en the
nerd for at least three stages of radio
frequency amplification to compensate
for the mmparatively small energy
pickup of the loop.
This resulted in
the use of ma, controls and more or
le. unstable and trkky circuit, all tend
ing to make this type of set unpopular
o kit the average nototechnical item and
the

t.

his

family.

Mode,

a

new
to

t.

In the Aemellex
problem of semis
has bent attacked by using a good
sized loop with one stage of tuned and
two stages of transformer coupled R. F.
The loop tuning awl tuned R. E controls
have been combined by using the 1,cuil
it described itt the February issue of
Radio Engineering.
We thus have a
variable condenser working with the fixed
inductance. 116 M. H., of the loop. and a
variable inductance working with the
fixed capacity of a Micadon, with a
second variante condenser for dose tuning. Additional sensitivity is obtained by
using either a S-13 or 1,21 Sodion tube

tivity

for a detector. A standard socket and
rulainer are provided since the hoses of
these two tubes are different. Following
23.5

It.was Exttxrsamxr,
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detttor is one stage of A. F.
fication 'vilest,' on the third tube and
then a stage of straight A. F. amplification. The refleted A. F. transformer is
not used in the orthodox way but is me
ployed as an impedance coupler because
of the impedance of the Sall. tube.
This gives a mutt -tithe loop receiver with
only one critical tuning control.
palm
Fig.
shows a front view of
the assembled set as set up for
Dmaih
the

1

of the

I,

Set
the final WAS al 0112 D311e11
laboratory. The
is wound front the

Ile. r, &Mmatie wirina dlaerant

or

panel is of metal, finished attractively
with black ttystaltited lacquer.
The baseboard tarries the sockets.
transformers, and binding post strips.
The binding posts are fastened on Formica strips which are in turn supported
by pressed metal angle mountings. These
arc arranged sit that the binding posts
tip m an
Ic making them un .tulle
catr<nirnlanor emnnertions. Auama(1
wooden box is provided for the D battery. and provision is made for fastening
this directly to the baseboard. The van-

thel= Ur,

materials supplied in the kit and has an
inductance of 16 M. II. The large dial
on the left of the set is for tuning the
loop and tuned R. F. stage. The little
knob directly below it actuates a verrier
which move* the entire set of condenser
plates. The next dial is used in combination with the Dcoil unit for fine
tuning it can be employed as a volume
control in the set. Next is the combination rheostat and potentiometer knobs for
Me hodion tube and directly under these
is the filament switch knob. The front

oses

receive.

Net* the connectons to the

units haro

been

laid tint so as to

minimum of spa
consistent
with easy wiring and accessibility.
.Me
paw required for this
sa.aara
outfit re: On Otrne D -coil
hots
Regent.]
unit, a 0.0005 mld. variable
condenser. a combined 6-ohm rheostat
and 100-ohm potentiometer. one Rao and
aw R -4 radio frequency transformer,
two A.2 A. F. transformers, Acme 16
M. If. loop. five Noold standard sockets.
one type 640 Dnbilier, 0.0004 mfd. fixed
nntdenser or type R -26 0.0004 turd.
occupy

a

May.

1,5

l'AWr Cmct;lr Rgrr.lyEa

SpIitdorf hteJ romdenser, one Dubitier
mfd. by -'teas condenser, eight engraved
Eby bind g posts. one Connecticut
1

Sodion tube adapter, one U battery box,
two drilled Formica binding post aiips
and mountings. one robos and one 3.ohm
resistor, a battery switch, a 7 bk 24 by
3/32 in. aluminum panel, and a v by 23
by ye.in. laminated wooden baseboard.
In addition. all puss wire. shielding.
screw's. screwdriver. pair of pliers. 15 -pet.
rule. soldering pugs, storage tottery
clips. log sheet, and
tnwt stained Iris
are supplied w
with the kit.
1

11111f11líralllig
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prepared in proper sequence to make the
siring as simple as possible. Read
through each step !vbs., as it may save
time and extra work pater.
1.
Fasten the five ..kets to the side
of the bascl.nrd which has the Locating
holes punched in it. Use the Y-in. R.
1I. w
s provided, and be sure
to keepp the }caul
terminals toward
the edge of the board which has the four
11010S ill it for the front panel ....vs. Now
fasten 1110 It. F. transformers R -3 and
R -ion the baseboard with the y,in. R.11.
wool screws, placing R.3 on the right

-

e

;iTIMIAlt'l;
-

I¡3
Mr r

A...nytr

tins

ye r,n

Digs.

d

rer

nr

a.

5

me i
show

,
M,urr ^n

a

picture

ring Jiagmm of the

set. ii

.ctions

bave

drawn exactly as they w re arranged in the original receiver. The set
can be put together without soldered nmneetiena by making Ion, or eyes in the
wires with the plier.. provided, but we
have found that the work can Ife dome
mete easier ami quicker if the wires arc
solderai to lugs. The short heavy lines
at the terndnals '
the Oct.. wiring
diagram show the n directions in which
been

these lags should point. They should be
fastened in place on the imtrumems as
they are mounted and should be well
tinned.
Use either Rester or Ikdden
rosin core solder. or plain
solder
with Nokorode paste put on very sparingly. The iron should be tlerwtghtr
clean and hot enough to make the solder

.ft

flow freely.
The following instructions have

Iv.

1::

eenërnw

r,e"r rnaurncy n,nrrormrr.

nnl 12.4 on the left. looking at the set
from the rear, as shown in the picture
wiring diagram. Fasten binding posts
on the t mfd. by -pass condenser placing
a masher under
er each screw head. Bend
the mounting lugs on the can at right
angles and use two R. H. wood screws
for fastening the c m leaser to the baseboard. Fasten the tun \. F. transformers
to the board with y,in R. la. wood
screws keeping the tenninal+ pointing in
Take the 5-ohm
the proper dimetkm.
resistor, which is wound on a black form,
d assemIde a binding post on one of
the end eyelets.
Slip the other eyelet
on to the + terminal of the front left
hand socket. Assemble the -ohm resistance -red
the sane way and mount
it nn the
binding post of the rear
socket nett to the A. F. transformers.
2. Connect I. the
terminal of this
sneket, to 2, to } terminal of the extreme right hand socket. Run this wire
.

1

-in

-

}
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Number

5

close to the haseboanl.
Connect 3, a
point on this wire, to i, the + terminal
of the socket. Also connect 5 to 6.
1 Put the D tottery
in place temporarily and make up lead 7 to 8 from
piece Of
shielded bn5. 7 is the

terminal of R -4, to 32. Connect 33, the
F terminal of R4, to 34. the G terminal
of the A. F. transformer. Also unmet
34 to 35.
35 is the
terminal of the
D better
'17e P and +R terminals of
this A.F. transformer are to to left un-

P
8

connected.
5. Fasten the front panel to the base -

ks

+

femoral

ceplr
ec

the kR hand fron[ socks.

connection which

made to the
terminal of the D batte7. Skin the

34

a

is

y

copper shield luck about
-m. from the
insulating tubing at each end so there will
be no poanbility of its touching the inner

wire.

4. Now connect 9. the C. terminal of
this socket, to 10. Connect II. the free
terminal of the red resistor. to 12. Con.

men 13, the 1' terminal of R-a, to 14.
Connect 15. the
termieul of 13-3, ta
16.
Connect 17, the P terminal. to 18.
keeping this wire ekwe to the baseboard.
Run a wire from 19. the socket terminal
of the red resistor, to 20, keeping it about
I
in. above the baseboard. Now connect
20 to 21. the
terminal of the right
hand socket, keeping it 1 in above the
baseboard. Connect 22, on this wire, to
23.
Connect 24, the G terminal of the
rear socket, to 25. the G terminal
of the left hand A. F. transformer.
Connect 26, the R+ terminal of this
transformer. to 27. running the wire horizontally to terminal 27. Connect 28,
one terminal of the
mid. condenser, to
29, the
terminal of this transformer
and to 30, flu
terminal of the other
A. F. transformer. Connect 31 the +

ti

-

A-

1

A-

-

hoarl with four

,1/5-in. R. 11. wood crews
keeping the lacquered side facing away
from the baseboard.
Remove the
knurled collar from the battery switch,
mount the switch on the panel by in
Bening the stem through the hole in the
panel, and replace the colter. Pnt
n. washer in huk o( the panel and be

sure to have the binding posts in a horzrnual position. Assemble the binding
posts on the long terminal strip as shown
in the insert on the kft half of the pic-

ture wiring diagram putting the forked

Spmeak r + pi en. thposR. flow
and
ble the hackers on thus panel with 5/16
6.12 R. It. machine screws amt nuts.
Fasten the lugs to the binding pmts at
the underside of the panel. Mount the
unit on the baseboard with y -in. R. II.
wood crews.
G Connect 36, the P terminal of the
rear socket, to 37, the Speaker
binding
post. Ilse a shielded lead for this and
skin hack the shield
at each end.
Connect 36.1 point on this shiekl. to 39.
the' Speaker + past. with a piece of
desihk rubber covered wire. Also con.

-

yin.
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nett 39 to 26, tba B} terminal of the
A. F. transformer. Connect 40, the 13
AMP+ binding post, to 41. the remain
ing terminal of the I mfd. condense.
Connect 42, the A BAT- binding post.
to 43, on the battery switch. Connect
44, on the switch. to 45. Connect K,
the C BAT- binding post, to 26. on the
mfd. condenser. Also Conner 46 to
47, a point on the copper shield, with a
piece of flexible rubber covered wire.
7. loosen the set screw in the potenout
tibnleter arm collar, rear, and p
the erne from the shaft.
"Phis leaves a
-mall black bushing on the shaft under
the spring connector, which is now exposed.
Remember its location, and do
not lose it. Loosen the set screw in the
rheostat knob collar on front and remove
the knob. Remove the dial by taking out

00005 mfd. condenser on the front panel
with three 96 -in. 6.32 machine screws,
keeping the terminals to the right as

Me three R. H. screws, and save the
D.
Remove the base by taking out
the screw in the bottom.
Slide the in-

nett.

1

11

sulating bushing on the tubular shaft
"th the end resting against the collar.
Mount the potentiometer -rheostat on the
at the
using the three 26 -in. 6.32 machine
screws in the box. Be sure to put the
dial upright and in front of the panel.
Turn the rheostat arm, the thon one, ro
the positon where it haut the
Pet
winding, which is the oß pwg
Put
back the rheostat knob, having its front
flush with the end of the shaft and
pointer at the off position. Tighten the
set screw to hold It in place. Stick the
potentiometer shaft into place and be
sure to put the small black bushing on
to the shaft between the spring connector
and rheostat arm collar. The smaller
diameter of the bushing should be toward
the potentiometer- rheostat. Put back the
potentiometer arm and collar and fasten
'n platt tsith the set screw, leaving about
/64 -in. play.
8. Connect 48, on the potentionttterrltcostat, to 44. Connect 49 to 50. the
free terminal of the black resistor. Connect 51 to 52, the F terminal of R.4.
Connect 53 to 4. the + terminal of the
socket. Connect 54 to 55, the A BAT+

it

1

binding post.

9. Remove the 1) batten box. Remove the vernier knob and mount the

shown

A-

Comtat 30. the
terminal of
right hand A. F. transformer, to 56.
rotor terminal of the condenser.
Keep this wire close u, the rear end plate
of the condenser so it will not interfere
with the D battery box. Run a wire
horiro 0.02 front 57, the stator tenninat
of the Din
mfd.
arougr a
shown in the picture wiring diagram,
conne.ing it to
the bottom end of
the 0
mfd, fixed condenser, fixing
the soldering
ng htg with a erect nut and
two
and then run it
t.
59, the G terminal of the sacks. Con
10.

the
the

a

t,

the top
this
fastening
before,
machine screw, two washers, and a

tree

11. Now fasten the D battery box to
the baseboard permanently with two
F. H. wood screw, Remove the condenser vernier knob, and mount the neon unit on the front panel with three
fb -in. 6-32 machine screws. Loosen the
screws which fasten the supporting fat
on the back of the D-roil readjust the
fen and fasten them to the baseboard
with two /a
t
-in. R. H. wood screws.
Now tighten up the two machine screws
so that the coil is supported rigidly.
Assemble the two loop binding posts on
the short terminal strip. and then fasten
the angle mountingg to the cent' of the
strip with two 4fiit.
narhitle screws and nuts. Fasten the unit
to the baseboard with two % -in. R. II.

6-Il

wool strews.

12. Connect 59, the G terminal of the
socket, to 61. the lower. or G terminal
Connect 62, the next or
the D-coil.
C, terminal, to 60. Connect 63. toe R
temtinal, to 27, the }temtinal of R-3.
Connect 04, the P terminal,, to 65, the
P terminal of the right hand socket.
This wire runs under the D coil unit,
she G
near the baseboard. Connect
terminal of this socket, to 67, the stator
terminal of the condenser. Also connect

ti

of the loop binding posts.
Connect 69, the other loop binding post,
to 70, the rotor terminal of the con(Continued on pçe 268)

66 to 68. one

Short Cuts to

Successful Soldering

S614UI.RI

\ti,

r'

though it n
be connecesaryn evil. is a
muter of great importance in the
construction of radio equipment.
A
soldered juhm is the only .permanent and
positive ethed for making connections
that we hare. There is probobhy much
ranted projnhce again soldering, largcly bccanx, althouyda it is
simple matter if done right, it is w geecaddy unsuccsssful if atone incorrectly.
The .11. W. Dun,. Company, nanosfdered

as

a

:adorers of Voknrode soldering paste.
publish a splendid construction book
which is furnished with their soldering
kit. in which the various steps for doing
different kinds of soldering are deserihel in much detail.
The five views given it Ile anew,
rallying illustrations will het much to
smooth out sane of the soldering difficulties. Although an American nBeauty
electric soldering iron is shown, th.e
soots suggestions apply equally to the
ordinary soldering copper. The first
thing to watch out for is that the lip is
242

kept clean and bright. For this purpose
a coarse file is necessary.
As soon as
the iron becomes ha, soldering paste
Jaatld be non over it amt, when it is
ho enough to melt the shier, a Feuer.
vus amount of solder put on the hp and
ndberl around with a clean cloth. If
rosin core solder is used, ax soon as the
iron reaches the melting ¡gins, the rosin
core solder should be run all over the tip
so that the rosin flows over the iron as
the snhler is mulled.

to
Ille iron
tinned at all bates is to melt a quantity
of solder into a small tin cover and
leave the point in the solder between
operations.
An important kink. which has never
been shown before. is illustrated in the
Feiner picture.
A sheet of newspaper
is put under the soldering lug while the
joint is being made. This absorbs either
paste or rosin and. when the paper is
taken away, loaves the panel clean. This
is more wisfahory than cleaning the
panel afterward.

The Silver -Marshall Receiver
An R. F. regenerative receiver brought to the peak of efficiency
by the use of low -dosa parts in the tuning circuits.
fer with minimum opacity coupling.
The tickler is wound on a Bakelite tube
vdopeJ during the peat few yeah. it is with as few turns as possible consistent
with perfect regeneration control, so as
open question in the minds of many
to render the tuning of the second conthe
Old
leaning radio engrneers whether
denser of the positives of the tickler coil.
regenerative outfit LS and as good as any.
The
entire unit ris mounted on a Bakelite
nuns
who
denun
of
limited
For the
sires a set capable of bringing in a rea- strip with connection terminals arranged
sonable number of D\ stations day in in a row. Following the detector we
and day out the thrm ur four -tube re- have two stages of audio feaeq asy ungenerative receiver stands out as the most plification with lacks arranged for plugging in on either the first or second sage.
suable and pacttcal.
Rxamination of the sdrenutie wiring
In the yverhas Knockoud Roeffort has been made to diagram shows that the radio frequerwy
obtain every wens
obtain greater sensitivity and selectivity tube is neutralized by connecting the neutralizing condenser from the grid of the
by cutting Joven leases :i a minimum.
cuit employed provides one stage tube to the tap on the coupler. This
of tuned ratio frequency amrative de- stabilises the circuit so as to enfler it
free from oscillation and in addition so
type regenerative
the
Lector, and two stages of awlf frequency balances the R. F. amplifier circuits that
amplification. You will sec from the so- Me detector tube, when oscillating, can ompanytng Pe"t=tphs that low -loss mt fecal energy hack into the antenna
system, thereby preventing interference
o
ssco are used in conjunction x re
low-loss cotta for tuning. These soils are with other sels.
Inking at the rear of the set you
of the single aver typpee wound so as to
7ec antenna coup- will notice that all of the tarts are
be self- supporting.
ling cal is he the smelt circuit type with mounted on the front panel. The sockets are of the panel- mounting type. The
a eap for the aerials Ft is supported on
wiring is extremely simple as can he
by
,nuns
of
two
the tuning cowk+rser
narrow Bakelite strips. The coupler has seen from both the photographs and the
a
primary winding of very fine wire picture wiring diagram. The two A. F.
placed inside of the secondary coil at transformers are placed dirtttly under
Me lower end. This is in accordance the A. F. sockets (hie rheostat controls
Il four tubes. The antenna and ground
with recent developments along this line
since it gives the maximum energy trans - binding posts are located on the front
is

sets and
WHILL'it

tlat many excellent
past have ha. Je-

true
ce
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panel at the left, with the four battery
connection posts on the extreme riglit
as.. TWO flexible leads art bwmght out
horn the set itself for connection to a
C battery which can he idaeol in the
ealdnet directly hellind the mt.
Standard
The standard prig used in
Paws
this outfit are: Two 00035
m fd.
Silver lowloss con.
densers, one Silver lo.kos antenna coil
and one low.loss coupler, four Ifoosiek
Falls panel mounting sorketa, two 3y3
to I Thordarson A. F. transformers, one
Howard ',ohm rheamat, one Cutler.

Hammer

Ilattmrs.it%171../1

1;h3,a/Mt-i.. lialielitrt:or l'ormica panel.
fixed
e

MI..
nt!l.fi7
p..:0tichemfi.
eser,r

one 0.00020 mid.
wnniteh

at5
ohe

mm"atdl'Fholmie gridleak. six binding

n,tnii.ing

condenser,

andscrews. lugs, spaghetti antl bus bar.
y
llte hest Way.t0 assemble and
end
wire the set Is to mount the
rheostat on the front panel
first. nen mount the rest of the ap.
',mauls with the exception of the two
variable condensers and antenna coil.
Wire up the instruments. as shown in the
picture wiring diagram and plmtngrap.
making sure that all entmeetions are well
soldered. You will find Wirit very convenient far this work. Use either Kett.

,,.hl

ter or Belden rosin core solder, or plain
solder with Naltorode paste put on ve,
sparingly. You will notice in the picture wiring diagram that FF terminals
of the sockets. tot to the panel. are
represen.1 by a law, dot and elevated
slightly so as tn avoid confusion. NOW

fasten the 0.00025 mfd. grid condenser
to the 0.0005 InGh variable e.tlenser
a 6-32 R. II. machine urea, 1-in.
Itmg screwed into the insulating strip
which supports the stator plites. The

with

screw will ham to be removed tad° this.
It is well to put a nut Imtween the grid
condenser and inmlating strip so as to
kmp them a short distance apart. Also
put two lugs under the front lower left
hand screw which holds the (rant end
plate to the spacer rod. Now m.nt this
comlenser.
The antenna coil should 110W IIC fastened to the other variable condrnser.
Remove the two moms on the rear end
tame of the condenser that am in line
with the hearing adjustment screw. Put
twa
6.32 It. lt. machine screws
through the holes in the Bakelite mounting strip of the antenna coil, and two
nuts on mch screw. Insert these mrews
in the contlenser holes from which the
two screws ham previously been re
moved. Keep the coil in the position
slumn with the tap on the right. Nnw
iightm up one unit on each screw against
the condenser frame and tighten the nther
agaitat the Bakelite strip. Also put lugs
under the various condenser terminals as
shown in the picture wiring diagrama.
Fasten this unit to the front panel and

emplete

t.

wiring.
Put
all the
knobs and dials.
Tcatias
Umneet the batteries and an.
and
tenna and ground to the mt.
ho...... Nagai the tubes. pull
out the
hatte, switch and turn up Me rheostat.
Set the tickler at zero. that is. at right
angles to the primary and secondary
odls. Now turn the 'first two dials in

t.vre.M.511.11.1.
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stations emu, in with a
whistle, it imlicates that the amplifier i
oscillating and mint he neutralised. To
netdraliaing condo Mis. connect
denser between the gm of the first tube
and the tap on the oonider as shown in
the photographs. Tune in a low wavelength station and adju.4 the neutralising
tens, by turning the nut with a

1111i1011.

t.

:cord

dti61

vtcheclic*Ieliinkg "Uri thwahistargIrs!

appears.
To ..pence the set Iwo, set the tickler

tom
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aril 100 on the dial where

Req.,

sq..).

emit.

the second,
or detector dial. until a squeal is heard.
Then vary the first dial for maximum
intensity, following this by turning back
Me fielder tultil the
keep
fh. mmte. henrd ekttrf.,.
the ht..t
the
come. in as

a

sq..

Lt..:1

t
so selective that tt
to pass the stations.

very easy

New Panel Sizes

re, URI:1G the last three or
LP practically all radio sets

foitr years
have been

constnwted on 'Ands 7 ins. high. varying
in length from 10 ins. to 4$ ins. Exactly
why this sire was Raved Ian one scans
Prohahly the rem,. is that
to know.
two or three people used this particular
sise and, as

ii,haracteristic

in the radni

L'Uteirt:
l'"7'17elt eV; Ynr
cell choun. It is wasteful. SI the first
place. Isecause for most designs a lower

On the
panel ',mold do just as well.
other hatuk slight variations from ordinary deeimi practice are impossible because the height is not great enough. The
greatest disadvantages to the 7.in. panel
are the extreme length required for mid-

ti.tube sets.

tlee

awkwardness of install-

ing long sets in the home. their lack of
adaptability to attractive cabinet design.
padicularly when the panel slopes back,
the necessity for putting the main
tuning controls at one end, generally the
left end of the panel, instead of at the
center where they are easiest to operate.

a.

Radio Engineering is now working

with the Amerkim Ifanl Rubber Canpany,
Fornika Insulation Gumpany.
Company. Ifianiond
Spankling
State Fibre Company. and Mere: In.

siltation Company to .ermine the best
height for a new series of standard DMteenel
The reason for changing
sise is 10 permit a two-level arrangenwnt. witlt the Mlles and transformers
on else upper level and Lite tuning instrin.
me. 011 tha lower lee.. This will make
the sets shorter and correspennlingly
easier to imtall
more attractive in
pear... more ay...viral in the arrange.. of the front panel. easier to
make adjustments, since the controls
will be at the center of the set, at,d will
make possible more attractive cabinet desk, The sizes now under discussion
are 12 i113. high and 8. 10, 12. 14. and

..

t.

a.

16 ins. 10e.g.

a,

We shall be ve, glad to have comments from the readers on this subject
so that the general opinion can be determined.
Letters discussing the advantages or disadvantages of this series of
sites should he addressed to the Panel

Standards Committee.

Bremer -Tully Receiver
Complete construction data on what has
most popular of the five -tube tuned R.
With the pans to
$ether, carry out

become one of the
receivers. Part 2.

DOW

F.

put towork
n
aerordantt with the
steps as they are arranged in the immix.
tions following:
I. Ream out the center holes in the
duls of the Univernier condenser con.

terminal on the center
condenser. Connect 3, on the left hand
rhoostat, to 4. on the tight hared rheasst
:std solder the lug on the left hand term Mal of the center rheostat to wire 3 to 4,
nuking connection 5. Blake a conneclion at 5, also. to 6. on the lock switch.

troll until they

Solder one lug on the 0.001 mfd.
Micadon to a lug on the upper stator
terminal of the control condenser, making connection 7.
3. Mount the antenna coupling coil
unit above the right hand condenser.
Net a -in. screw through the front orvet
and into a edit mounting pillar. This

Amiably
sad

T°a

he

[Ime

are big enough to take
the threaded mounting collars on the
variable condensers. The Stevens hand
reamer is just the thing for this work.
Be careful not to bend the dials. Then
mount the condensers on the front panel,
clamping each dial in place by putting the
mounting colt r through the center hole.
Be sure that the hole in the dial limes
p with the hale in the panel through
which the fixing pin on the knob must
pass.
Before tightening the condensers,
put a panel along the bottoms of the
condensers and have them lined up correctly. Mount the 3plate variable condenser with the screws provided. the
three Iloward rheostats, the Walbert
lack switch, and the two Carter jacks.
the 3- spring jack going at the end of
the panel. In these instructions the arrangement till be described as it appears
when looking at the set from the rear.
2. Connect 1. the frame binding post
on the right hand condenser, to 2. the

corresponding

1

will extend out just far enough that another pillar e n he threaded on to the
screw. Then afasten the inductance unit
ro the second pillar by means of a h -in.
63211. If. screw put through the mounting lug.
4. Connect 8 to ?. 8 is the F binding
post on the coil and 9 a connection made
to wire
to 2. Be sure to hook the
wire around 1 to 2 before the soldered
connection is nude. Connect 10. the G
post on the coil, to I1. a tug on the stator
binding post of the condenser.
5. Mount the first R. F. transformer.
This is the unit that has a coil of about
eight turns inside the tube. To mount
1

,Vaobr,

Room

5

Euctaautttc

Mk coil. remove the mounting lug from
the tube and turn it around so that it
will be in the position shown in Fig. 4.
Before fastening the mounting lug to
the tube again, put a y; -in. 6 -32 R. H.

screw through the mounting hole and
into a coil mounting pillar.
Men fasten
the lug to the coil.
Next. pmt a 14n.
6-32 F. H. "crew through the front
panel, through another coif mounting
pillar. and into the other end of the pillar
already fastened to the mounting lug.
6. Connect 12 to 13. 12 is a lug on
the F post of the coil and 13 a <omrc

'
Icy. 6.

Ma
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9. Qiy off the contact spring lugs on
the Buell sockets where the lugs extend
beyond the bases, as these are not used.
Remove the contact mounting screws
from two of the sockets and, in their
piaws, put í+-in. 642 R. H. screws inserted from the top down so that the
screw heads are on the upper part of
the bases.
Put a small 6-32 nut on each
strew and tighten them so as to hold
Me contact springs firmly. Be careful
not to turn the springs upside down
while you are doing this. With the slots
in the positions shown, fasten two

.

- II---

itl--

view aM*e tag

tT=tt

*aroa weWe,*
ri1Mr awweúim trM Ñtítnio=ny wM trae

lion on wire I to 2. Cotteet 14, the G
post, to I5, a tug on the terminal of the
stator phtes, and connect 16, the No.
terminal of the mil to 17, a lug on the
control condenser.
7. Mount the second R. F. trasfotner in the same manner that the first
1

coil was fastened.
8. Connect 18, the F post of the coil,
to 19, the binding post on the condenser
frame; connect 20. the G terminal, to 21,
the stator binding post of the condenser:
connect 22, the No. 1 terminal of the
coil, to 23, the other pug on the Micadon;
and connect 24, the R post, to 25, the B
post on the first R. F. transformer.
Connect 26. the lower right land terminal of the 4- spring jack, to 27, a second
lug on the B binding post; connect 26
also to 28, the lower right hand terminal
of the 3 -spring jack. Connect 29, on the
kft hand rheostat. to 30. the upper left
hand terminal of the 3.spring jack.

sockets to the tube panel right behind the
center tuning condenser. They carry
the two R. F. amplifier tubes. In the
same manner, change the screws on the
t
and
contacts of another socket.
That it the center socket. The first
socket in from the left. carrying the first
A. F. amplifier tube. should have the Yrin. screws put in on the
and grid
binding posts. while the left hand socket
should have the 3/4-in. screws put in on
the + and
terminals only.
Fasten the Benjamin support brackets
to the ends of the tube panel with k5 -in.
6-32 R. H. screws and nuts. Have the
horizontal part of the brackets under the
tube panel. Fasten the left hand or
second A. F. amplifier socket to the base
panel. The screw through the
con,
tact canes right against the mounting
bracket. Solder this
screw to the
bracket, making connection 31. Then
mount the other four sockets and the

+

-

}, -,

-

-
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Ranni I:sott;rsRlus:

Jones multi -plug on the tube panel.
10. Connect 32. the

+

terminal of the

left hand socket. to 33, on the multi

-

plug.

In Fig. 4 is a separate sketch
bowing the connections 29 they are
made to the multi -plug. looking at the
plug front the rear of the socket. This
wire should 333531 by the + temspnals of
the other forer sockets and connections
slonld be made from 34 to 35. 36 to 37,
30 to 39. and 40 to 41. Note that this
wire goes along the underside of the
panel and up through a pole to the multi-

plug.
11. Fasten the two angle brackets on
the bottom of the tube panel at the front
edge with %in. 6-32 R. H. screws and
nuls. The screws should no in the right
hand holes of the boriaonlal part of the
braek3. In the left hand hole of the
vertical parts, put 54 -in. 432 screws
threaded into panel support pillars, as
Amen in Ile picture winng diagram.
The screw, into the right hnnd pillar
should have a hug on it.
12. Connect 42. the pug on the pillar.
to 43, on the mnitiping. This wire goes
up to the plug through a pole in the
panel.
Fasten the right panel Karns
amplifying transformer on the tube
panel. using
6.32 R. II. screws
and nuts. 31ake sure the terminals are
in the correct locations Connect 44, the
G post on the transformer. to 45, the G
post on the first A. F. hile socket. This
ire goes up through a hole in the panel.
Connect 46, the
post on the transtonner, to 47. on the molli -plug. Connect 48. the P past nn the transformer.

/in.

0+

last on the detector socket.
Mount the left hand Karns transformer. using 551111. 6.32 It. If. screws
to 49. the P
13.

and nuts.
14.

Connect 50

the

P

post on

Ose

transformer, to 51. the F post on the
other transformer. Fasten a 03301 Mtd.
Mkadon to the underside of the tube
paled. just under the kft hand A. F.
transformer, using a Bin. 432 R. H.
screw and nut. This will clamp sown
on wire 32 to 33. nuking connection 53.
Solder the lug at the other side of the
6111aslon to wire 50 to 51. making con necton 52. Connect 54, the G post of

Numb"

5

the tmnsfonner, to 55, the G post on the
left hand 9mck0. This wire goes down
through the panel and up again. Solder
one pug on the Dubilier gad condenser
to the G post of the detector socket.

making connection 56.
IS. Fasten the Benjamin
the front panel, using 34-in.
screws and nuts and fasten
Ian to the front panel with
F.

Ii.

brackets to
6.32 R. H.
the two pi,
J, -in. 6.32
Pert one lug under the

screws.

right hind post pointing to the left and
two lugs under the left hand post. one
painting left and one right.
16. Connect 57, a pug under one Cost,
to 58, a lug under She other post. 1onneet 59, the other hug on the
hand
post, to 60, a terminal on the lock switch
Connect 61, a Connection on wire 29 to
5 6 2, the - post of' the Rrst A. F.
amplifier tube. This runs underneath
the ',nisei. Insulate the wire with SIR
varnished tubing whore It mn9 along the
tube panel. Canned 63, the upper right
hand lug on the 3- spring jack, to 64, a
lug stn the screw which fastens the tube
panel to the mounting bracket. Connect
65, the lower left hand pug on the 3.
spring jack, to 66. the P post of the
socket. Connect 67, Zile nght hand
terminal of Me center rheostat, to 68, the
-- lamina! on the detector socket. Insulate this wire with MR tubing. Con.
(seat 69, the
terminal of the left
hand transformer. to 70. the lower left
land 32911111111 of the 4.9pring jack.
Connect 71. the P terminal of the transformer, to 72, the upper right hand ping
on the jack. These last two wires

kit

*

3

'

0+

honld he insulated with MR tubing.
Connect 73. the upper left hand pug on
the lark. to 74. the P past on the first
A. F. socket.
Connect 75, the second hlg on the
frame terminal of the left hand con76, a COnneetlon made to wire
.312";:'33°. Cmmret 77, the
terminal
of the second R. F. socket, to 78, the
terminal of the first R. F. socket. Connect 79. the right hand terminal of the
right hand rheostat, to 80, a connection
on wire 77 to 78. Tllis wire should he
madded with MR tubing. Connect 81,

-
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on knurling so fine it can't. be seen. cuts
threads two hundred to the mch, or makes
parts today, accurate to half a thousandth,
whtch are Interchangeable in instruments
ten years old ? Weston does. Weston
dries all this and dozens of other things
as remarkable in the 301 instruroent
which you how for seven dollars and a
half-and makes money al it.

.W.

-

-

EDITORIAL
of himself and his organisation. This.
of all summers, is not a Filer° dull period

to be passed away by trips abroad-it's
an opportunity to groom for next winter's
battle. And battle it .11 be, too, for we
shall see whether or not some of the
companies so heavily financed last fall,
now closed dOWII tight, will be able to
21111

a,

Wan'iXtPut

-

come back

Count the !amber of pans, look at
their design, examine the quality of the
workmanship. Compare it with any other
plug at
twice. Any B. C. L. can tell
you that it wasn't ovule by a radio manufacturer.
Yet the Weston Company
makes a profit on it at a list price of
mrenty.five cents.
What's the answer ? Factory brains
and factory amipment. If you want a
post-graduate course. buy a Weston 301
voltmeter and take it apart. What would
a radio manufacturer charge for such an
instrument? Of course no rad.

1,0141

on this fall.

'Ilse ',rudest weakness taL, is in the
mechanic. design of the sets and the
nmnufacturing methods used to produce

Last scoson the general idea
t,, bet slap'em together and
throseem out. The result is proof conclusive that that method doesn't work
them.

seemed

Circuits? There are plenty of good
OM. The manta:lames problem Ls to
use them. Radio engineers? There are
too many.
l'he nuumfacturer needs
mechanical designers and competent production and factory superintendents.
Last year's cheap wets were costly to
the producer and consenter because th,
were failures. If they were good. they
were not goal enough. If yoq don t

Sixty or .venty-fire dollars for a
cheap, thrown-together ratlio set ? It's
absurd. The cost isn't in materials. It's
in unnecessary labor, the expense of defective sets, service and sales effort required for inferior merchandise, and the
Imam on over-production.
The Atwater.Kent Company is the
most successful radio manufacturer in
this comet, became there is manatee.,
ing intelligence and built-in honesty and
stability in Atwater-Kent apeuratus.
Others are trying. some don't know how
to try, and some don't try at all
The
president of a company which put out
a huge stock issue last winter told me
rather proudly that their returned, defective sets were only six per cent. I
know they were more than that, and I
know that they have on hand parts which
will never be used for one-fifth as many
sets as they mid.
With such competition it

is

easy to

anderstand the amens of Me Atwaterthan into the pockets of the executive,
radio would have been saved two or three
years of growing pains.

berreve this, give yourself a little education. Ituy a 11,-ston phone plug mat break
it 2,11111.
VIM ,,illlit.I inn more from
Mat plug at It
expense than in anything else ,ou mn do.

M. B.

III
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Speeding up Set Assembly
Describing two devices used in the factory of the Howard Radio
Company, originally designed for their own use, and now
supplied by them to other manufacturers
New York City nuy be <onthe center of the radio
industry, there are many very clever
things done in other places which are not
found in New York.
Too devices which will interest everybody were discovered in the factory of
the Howard Radio Company in Chicago.
This concern manufactures the most expensive line of neutrodyne receivers, and
at prices which arc thoroughly justified
by the quality of the workmanship and
the thoroughness of inspection to which
the equipment is subjected at each step.

WIII1.R
sideted

In Fig.
you will see the fixture ern.
ployed on the assembly benches for hold.
ing the vets while the parts are being
assembled and the wiring put on. This
fixture consists of a pair of uprights.
supporting discs on which clamps are
mounted. At the side of each support
is a pin whkh engages in holes in the
disc. thereby allowing the set to be
rotated at any angle. The clamps are
readily released or tightened on the ends
of the front panel. Ry employing this
method of mounting the sets. all the
work can be dome, even to mounting the
knobs and dials, without scratching or
injuring the set while it is being handled
during the aaembty processes.
1
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lbw operator dors not, of course. do
all the work Aut idle
a rc carrkd
from one bench to another in substantially constructed reds which are
wheeled around the factory.
A striking feature of the Howard
By using subequipment is the wiring.
stantial terminal, the culinary

objet

bona to heavy bus tor are overcome.
Moreover, the bus bar is only employed
between rigid points, where there is not
play which would stria the tuminals.
Tvtty wire is eut o' length and bent ry
nx.m
o
i.e. w it,¡v mol necessary

f

for the operator to do any fitting. Trig.
the bending deuce.
The frame carries three blocks against
which the bus bar, already an to length,
can be secured. The wire is pushed out
to the side until it strikes the corresponding stop. Then the handle is thrown
upward, bringing the halfrouttd shaft
re until it
bent to
the wire
theagainst
correct angle as determined by sip's
on the sector at the front of the figs
In this way the wirea are held
uniform
dimensions within a very small fraction
of an inch.
These devices are now supplied
other manufacturers, for their genuine
usefulness has been quickly appreciated
2 show's

by other concerns.
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The Latour Patents
HE

receot announcements

con«rn:

/chi cfsts'ar=g"drtiaTulacc`ti7re'r

of radio sets. Briefly, alaurice Latour,
a French scientist, has come to the
United States for the appal.. purpose
of allowing the use of his name and
patents to be capitalized by some of the
larger .mpanies who hope to embarrass
the smaller concerns by resurrecting

a

these old patents which most of
had
forgotten if we ever knew about theni
at all.
Announcements sent out to magazines
and newspapers were so worded as to
give radio dealers and jobbers the idea
that ¡hey might be held liable for all
profits made on sets not licensed under
the Latour patents.
Copy of this sort is just the thing

which should be avoidtvl, particularly at
this time of the y.r.
No damages can be collected until
these patents have been definitely established by lengthy litigation which might
take years to settle. Some of the patents
'night be sustained, while others might
nnt. As for daring.. dealers and jobbers need not be alarmed.
the
amount that .uld be collected would
small compared to the expense
brink
ing hundreds of separate suits.
In the meantime. it is interesting to
speculate as to ulicther or na any of the

fa
a

Latour patents will be sustained. Some
of the. patents are said to be ten years
old. The use of iron-core transformers
and the common /3 battery for severa/
tub. have been general practice fa six
or eight years. As for reflex circuits.
the decreasing cost of tubes has taken
away the economic advantage which has
been the main poi. nt in favor of that
system. If the transformer patents are
brought into litigation, manufacturers
will simply take up nesinlannt COupling.
Tho only vital patent i9 thEt COEN..., the
use of a common B battery.
Those familiar with patent laws know
that suits have been thrown out of court
repeatedly when the publk has been
allowed to use a patent. device or
method over a period of years without
opposition from the inventor.
It certainly looks as if 1-atour has given away
su. rights as he may have.
We believe thoroughly in upholding the
rights of an inventor to all the profits
he can get from his work.
In this case.
however. it appears that Latour would
not have conamed himself with his
American patents if he had not been
urged to by some of the American manufacturers. already employing his inv.tions without lics nse. who suddenly decided that it would be to their advantage
ttio,,sytohp4hers frsottd,oing the same thing

x

Working Dota os Standard Radio Hoducta

Data Sheet No. 8
57. R A U L A N D -LYRIC A. F.
TRANSFORMER: This audio trans-

former has a ratio of 3 to 1, and has an
extremely high inductance combined with
very low distributnl ca achy in the
secondary winding. It Is larger In size
than the usual transformer due to the
high number of turns used, and the
abuntUnce of iron in the magnetic circuit.
vase

It is enclueed in a handsome metal
having a ghee crystallized lacquer

finish. The terminals, which include lath
soldering lugs and binding pasts, are
brought out chat in. above the bottom,
.o that wiring, is made very simple in the
set.
It WI designed as a 13133303,
grade instrument, where high amplification combined with parity of reproduction is desircl. Four moulting Mies are
providlrd in the hose.
50. CARTER IYy7'1IN'l'IOI fï l'EIg:
This instrument differs front the ordinary
prdentponeter both in appearance and
principle of operation. The resistance
winding is composed of many hems of
fine wires carried by the disc unit. The
1

nickel plated phosphor bronze contact arm
shaped so as to give very smooth opera-

is

tion and clock spring pigtail connections
eliminate any possibility of poor contacts. The terminals narked A and B in
the drawing are for the A battery connections. Terminal C is connected to the
contact arm. This device is nude in both
200 and 400 ohm sizes, and can be obtained with either black or mahnpsany
knobs or dials.

PANELITE: The
designed to mount on the front
panels of radio sets, to provide a light for
docrving the tuning dial numbers. It is
similar to the familiar dash light on automobiles. The miniature tamp provkh d is
rated at 6 volts and 0.3 amp., making it
suitable for opemtirm on the nail ratio
storage battery. The light is thrown in
a 90-degres angle. All parts are heavily
nickeled. Connections arc nude to two
soldering tabs at the rear.
60. GF.0f RADIO FUSE: This fuse
09.

%VAI.RERT

rancid,

is

a protection to the vacuum tube
filaments .against excessive flow of current which would occur should the B
battery voltage be impressed npwn them
accidentally. The composition base has
two mounting holes. The fuse is sealed

is used as

a transpa

'n

t

glass tube.

designed

to

ñne the base. This desire
should be connected in the negative Deal
of the B battery circui t letwaen the
and +A terminals.
When a fuse is
blown out, another is inserted,
61.mJON RS b1U1; 1'l- F'I.lil ::
Thee
drawing shows the bracket type socket
WWI with the Multi -ling. 'Ile frame is
of nickeled brass. Connections from the
sat are made to the hollow tubes which
are already filled with solder and painted
with identifying colors explained on the
descriptive card.
In Ile drawing the
tubes have been numbered and the conmotions are: 1. ground: 1, antenna; 3,
A
4,
Amp; 5, R-1- Bet 6. B
7, A
The plug which goes with the
device has split prongs which fit into the
tubes above. with a key slot arrangement
to make wrong plugging inuposaible.

-R

}:

-;

-. Bt

62. GENERAL
RADIO
STAT: The drawing shows

RHEO-

the main
dimensions of the rheostat. The resistance element is shaped so as to obtain a
large heat radiating surface. The supposing frame is of bakelite and two ter nùnals are provided at the bottom The
polished bakelite knob has a small nickeled pointer cast into it. A brad Donut
arm provides very a troth operation.
This ncastat is nude in all standard siaea,
and mounts on the panel with the two
R.H. machine screws and Buts provided.
63.

EAGLE

LEAK:

VARIABLE

GRID -

This item is an improved type
of variable gridleak in cartridge form, en
which the plunger is screwed in and out
to vary the resistance. It is designed to
into the standard gridleak mountings.
A knurled head on the plunger provides
an easy grip. The thread on the shaft is
very fine so that critical adjustment is
possible.

ft
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With the Manufacturers
psychological advantage in having some -

set to give a r
onnadjustment of some
the
Needle- wiggling may have its de

thing on the radio
to

trots.

voices as well

as

diattwisting.

'Ile patent office is at last beginning
to issue a number of patents which have
a direct bearing upon the activities of
radio manufacturers. The H. H. Ebv
Manufacturing Company. makers of the
standard F.by binding posts. has just an
n d the issuance of patent 1529244,
dated March 10th. 1923. covering the design of the familiar Eby binding post.

ä

i°oeá.

THE Dayton

Fan & Motor Cora.
papy, of Dalton, Obi, is the latest
company to adopt the plan for exclusive
distributor territory and dealer franchise.
It is quite possible that the distribution of
radio sets will develop along the lines
laid down by the phonograph and ratio
mobile dealers, in this respect.

A suit brought by the Splitdorf Elm.
Company of Newark, N. J., against
the D ubilite Corporation in connection
with the manufacture of fixed comknseee
has attracted much attention among
manufacturers.
The patent at issue.
owned by the Sptitdorf Company. issued
on May 2nd, 1916, number 1181623. This
patent is said to cover broadly the ordi
nary type of fixed mica condenser. used
originally in connection with magnetos
and spark mils

trial

HudsooRoss. the biggest radio dis
tributors in Chicago, have moved to 116
Robert Himmel.
South Wells Street.
president of the company. Iras planted
new features for the disumber
play of nationally advertised equipment
which will appeal" strongly to the dealers
and to the manufacturers as well.

The Kalell Radio Corporation, of Cincinnati, is now io production on a 5 -tube
tuned R. F. receiver which they eel1 the
I.ogalyne. This is a much more elaborate outfit than the very low -priced receivers which they bee. been beildiryf
and judging from the photographs it is
e
thoroughly workmanlike job.
The
phis model moented in a mahogany
abinet. lists at SR? 50. while the console
model is priced at $250. The tehinet has
e built -in loudspeaker and a compartment for all the batteries.

Judging front the results produced.
one of the most popular loud speakers
and phonograph units this year will be
the Symphony reproducer. recently i n.
trduced by the Kellogg Switchboard &
Supply Company of Chicago. The reproducer unit possesses a remarkable
combination of quality and
which
promises to compete favorably with the
tone type
high
it been
the hee
ere fairly high impedance
that
ired in amplifier tube or rir
alit is required in the last stage.
l

a

Everyone is wondering if the Dssgan
Electric Company, of Detroit. has solved
the question of producing meters of e
quality and at a price suitable for use
on receiving sets. There is certainly e
:lo

The Zenith Radio Corporation hats
cowered everybody's question, "Whet
Next Y' by moving their factory into far
larger quarters than they occupied before.
and the executive offices into an entire
door of the new Straus Building. Obviously. the -Zenith Company is no won
vied about selling its next winter's production.

Manufacturers' and Designers'
Reference Data on

Fixed and Variable Condensers
The data presented have been carefully compiled with the assistance of
the manufacturers represented.
By removing these pages from the
magazine you will have a complete reference file on fixed and variable
condensers. Next month this section will be devoted to rockets, dials
and switches.

FRIA
Lowest loss! The Erla Miniloss
Variable Condensers embody all
outstanding improvements in
scientific condenser construction. Dielectric leakage losses
are almost entirely eliminated.
Highest electrical efficiency,
sound mechanical design, sturdy
construction and the most rigid

system of tests have made the
Erla Miniloss Condenser the
choice of an ever increasing

number of quality set builders.
Literature, prices and data on request.
Ele <rri<.I Rw.rch LAer.torie<

MO

Con. r. Croy* Avenue,

C.o..

M., U.

S.

A.

Competition
Among Set Manufacturers Raises
Standard of ConKeen

densers Used

Lstorawigtj::

Condensers
built for Manufacturers
whose sets will win

Professional
Set Builders!
and dealers tube build sets
eh..elly been..

7:,.7=7,7tat71,t
build
Cardwell Con

wets using
denser..
If you build to specification
or from original design. it will
be to your interest to communicate with us immediately.

Ask for details al plan.
sure to pia. flan,. el
your jabber.
Be

ALLEN D. CARDWELL
MANUFACTURING CORP.
St

Manufacturers who are using
D X L Condensers sell their
Sets with confidence. They
know the high degree of
selectivity nnd power will be
Toni

etdderi ve:e:stisfwnie

tine. n'Front

a

production

you

standpoint ni

have no
plates to straighten--every
shipment of 100 DX L Condensers contains 100 condenser, ready to function
100 per cent.

Attractive Quotations.

D XLRadioCorporation
5769 Stanton Avenue

Detroit, Michigan
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Radion parts
improve
every condenser

il
11111''f
U.

TO REDUCE condenser louts to
sulatitnhge pa'marts".=1:1bloef

1

ten:gib Its;

efficiency. Built to order exclusively
for radio purpous. Radion meets the
most exacting tests for high insulating
qualities.

;11

of

'itanAl)ctSraCTecrt

tnaP

sulating material:

Mahe.

rot,

real.11tIty

THE makers of the

best condensers
a greater and
greater extent every day. We menu.
facture Radian parts for nearly all the
leading condensers now made.
are

utilising Radion to

inritr manufarlurer's
impirirs
manufacturen also find Red.
We
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Matched Condensers
Are Necessary for
Best Results Hu
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CONCeNSER it RADIO CORP.
An
Ineihs. N. T.

iblisa

For

Cosnexcras

Natural

Reproduction

n genius milieu draw tlawletet
Just
music from au minuted
xi, -even Me WA radio receiver ea.
not kprtalti. clear. natund nuwie if
it is not sharply tuned.

Even

Every data! of Arcurittune 3licronte.
ter Controls is derienixl for extremely
with
etaw, pretiw
perfect
Sensitive sets are
simpler to hatulle-DX stations can
easier-locals much
he
clearer with more volume. Replace
ordinary dials without wet altera.
Rom.
ht your dealer,. otherwise need price
ittaNti and you will be supplied
postpaid.
Wrik for dexeriptirc fpfekr.

ea,
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lei-in
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For Hair-Line

Tuning
jusImcnt than you've
been able to get with
ordinary verniers,
shunt a Molten Mid
get across the
nets of your
condenser. It

term,
main

*In

be

CHELTEN

Low Loss Midget Vernier
:

THE KURZ-KASCH CO.
DAYTON, OHIO

Balanced
Electrically and
Mechanically
For use at broadcast wavelengths
General Radio type 247 condensers
represent the best balance between
low conductivity. eddy current and
dielectric tomes, Mat is consisrant
with efficient design and popular

mite.

Lents losses and lower prices
make them -the outstanding values
of eondensef design.
Write
for
Instructive
Folder
-Quality Condense, end catalog
920.T.

GENERAL RADIO Co
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Select
Your

Stations
with ease and certainty
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Each S.75
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Mar,

Street,
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Notes on Grid Leak Elements
The microscope telle en interesting story about grid leak paper.
This data is presented thru the courtesy of M. Wolter B.
Schoeppler, Chief Engineer of the Tridot Electric Company
Hatmfiude"'a;:th

produce

trVle

the accumulated negative charge, by allowing it to leak off to the filament. A
grid leak is an extremely high resistance shunt. across
grkl .ndenser

or aeross the grid and filament. .%s to
the magnitude of the resistance employed.
CT, tub, having different c.ractermay require a leak nf different

is.
value.

Valu.

from one half to ten me-

t. t.

gohms are available. If
leak is of
low a value, it will allow
charge

t.

.

ichar";F:s bd=ultatl.rntnTI:e"

oftriteir

hand. if it is too high. the charge will
he allowed to escape quickly enough.
An indication of too high a resistance is
a knocking sound in reteivers produced
by tbe escape of the charge acroxt the

tu..

The Thief characteristi. of
goof'
grid leak, in order of their importance
are: 1. Constancy of value. 2. Noiselessness.
3.
Accuracy. Why is constancy of value plac. first and accuracy
last? No matter how accurate a Aak is
on The manufacturers testing table. if that
persist. it is useless in the
value does
set When the correct value of leak for
a given tube has been determined. the
value of that leak must be permutent or
the set will flat operate at MIIXT11111111
efficiency.
Care in manufactme and testing alone

.

accurate

an

product.

Slight

Thang. in temperature or humidity have
the unwelcome baba of changing the reIn
sistance rattles of most grid kaks.
order to produce a grid leak of unalterable value. the material for the resistance

ekment must

properly mounted. en-

closed, and sealed so as to minimize any
effects of external atmospheric condi-

tions.
The surface coated types of grid Iola
were the first to be used. Not raany
years ago. the lead-pencil grid leak was
A few pencil
the only thing to be had.
lines drawn between two terminals on a
piece of cardboard. fibre, or bakelite satisfi. the experiment. as well as the
manufacturers. The effect of moisture
air WaS to change
resistance
in
of the pencil mark by es much as 50%.
an amoimt
enough to spell success
or failure of the set. If the tube became inoperative. out tutu the pencil
and eraser, A decrease in temperature
causes the individual partieles of the resistance carbon forming the leak to
tract and pull away from one another.
datroying the contact between therm
Since The temperature is lower. the suspension of water vapor in dre air is less.
The moisture is deposited upon the resistance element. forming a film scot.
riling the individual granules cd carbon.
A rise in temperature results in the
expansion of the eat., particks and

256A

t.

la,
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deposit of moisture on the element.
has the effect of decreasing
the resistance valve of the coated leak.
The ink -paper leak was a slight improvement, due to the face that a piece
of paper can he more uniformly coated
with ink than with pencil leak. The
microscope reseals the irregmdarities,
cracks, and veins which cannot be
voided in the manufacture of coated
elements.
The inked paper ekeneol
possesses the same objectionable features
u the pencil line type but to a smaller
degree. The absorbing properties of the
paper vary considerably over a relatively
small area. Since the length and wi,hln
of the element is fixed, it is the thickness

of the coating, that is the depth of penetration of resistive media, that determines
the resistance value of the ekmem. This
is a scrioue drawback, for the man.
factuler cannot td1 the resistance of
all erenent directly from its dimensions.
Neither of the two types of grid Teaks
destrita l gusset. the requisite properties
of a high- rmistance element, constancy in
value and noiseless in operation.
51anufa<turers now realize the to
substance composing the grid leak cle-

(Confiuurd front page 250)
past on the left land tail tunic, to

center condt out, to 99. the grid redact
on Ile second R. F. socket. Connect
IW. on the teed to 33. to 101, on the

It therefore

Ille

11

82, the l' post on the second R. It.
socket. This wire root along the ender.
,<de of tits tube panel at the trout and
the lack to the plate temival. Con.
center coil
net 25, the It oust on
unit, to 83, on the Multi Plug. Conter
84, the P post on the <enter coil unit,
to 8s, the P post on the first R. P. socket.
Connect 86. the Saar plate terminal
of the tight hand condenser, to 87, the
G pyst on the first R. F, transformer.
Connect 88, the eft hand teminal of the
antenna coupling coil on the tight hand
unit, to 89, on the Mold -Plug. and 90.
the other coupling coil tennital. to 91.
on the Multi -Plug. Both these wires
should have take -up ends in them so as
to allow for any heading of the coil or
tube panel when the set is being handled.
This takes the direct strain from the
terminals. Connect 92. a lug on the
frame terminal of the right hand con
,Ienser, to 93, on the Multi -Jack. Connect 94, a joint made to wire 92 to 93.
jtut where it goes up through a hoe in
the panel to 95, a connection made to
wire so to 51 where it gem up through
Me hole in the panel. This wire shook!
be insulated with MR tubing. Connect
95, the right hand stator terminal of the
left hand condenser. to 97. on the grid
condenser and pm the grklleak in place.
In rase von want to use the 0.001 mnfl.
hil<adon in the antenna lad. to nuke
the tuning sharper. connect the bfiad,m
between terminals 88 and 89.
Connect 98, the stator terminal on the

te

-

ment should be such that the displacement of the particles of the carbonaceous
conducting material should be uniform
otn the cubic content of the Imper
to provide a sn inigh continuous. unnfomm

lath.

lead

of

10

tbw

l

Talas

ono

91.

This nunpletet Ihr wiring

wt.
A color chart is supplied
with the Multi -Plug s
that >du can very quickly

tell how the lads should be connected
to the batteries.
Put to the A kauery
first and th
the filament circuit so as
to make sure that everything is all tight
before the B battery is connected. Two
45 -volt Eveready B batteries should be
used for the plate supply.
Connect the
terminal of the first battery a the
+ A lad, the 22$4-volt tap of' that
hotte? to + B DET and the + binditlg
post of the second battery to + B AMP.
the best combination is found.
The C battery stoodd be a 434-volt
Everady 3. A wire about 75 ft. long
and 20 or 30 ft. high is about right for
the antenna. The ground must be contend to a water pipe which has water
in it at all limes.
To tune this sel. the three condensers
Mould be put at about the same settings
and the Control condenser adjusted just
under the paint of oscillation. When
signal+ are hmtght in. each tuning tondeur should he readjusted and the
final setting obtained) on the control ton
denser. Rini all Me hies at as low as
bassible to extend the life of the filament
and to conserve te batteries. You may
find it advantageous to change the tuba
around from one socket to another until

e

--B

-

Ideas for a Two-Step Amplifier
unit that can

be added to a

rrani

Itudio

A

issue of

b. 1 =lip 71

am:alter

two
sets shown at sarions times
this magazine. The amplifier shown in
the am...owing ill.rations
tieSigned after many careful tests atul experiments carried oil at the
laboratory in an effort to poultice
outfit
Various
as nearly perfect as possible.
of transformers were tested cointanned, under exactly the same rood,
tions. the effect of 5111ti, Of IC...
positkin of
cores. and malty other
things, were considered. W decided b
would have to lie 15 COO,. 35 possible.
yct simple to assemble. and mcchanwally

lbw.

Inn

Lilt;

one-tube set,

gm

lotilt right into

the receiver

.L"'a titutn71"one.Fil;n::
Amplifier
visi. for a t: battery nits
made, because in may cases it
only
decreases the It battery consumption
very materially. but also results in a
iltvided improvement in tom quality.
the design ons worked inn No 11131

tat.

can be
the from. tole, and rear
cut front a single 7 by 14-4 panel of
Formica. Celoron. or Railion. A panel
7 by 10-ins., 3/16-in. thick. carries the
two rheirocus rind first and second stage
jas,. It *aim. supports the ratite tube
panel assembly with the aid of
'noel support brackets.
The tube ranel mounting Syi by
7 Ms., 3/16-in. thick, :011,101IS the two
sockets and A.F. transformers. The six
binding posts at the rear are kept
nosy front the rear edge to allow easy
tovess when the unit is ',kited in a cabinet.
Two binding posts are provided for the
isnput from the detector circuit, doing
with utnightly wires in front of the
The tnum.fortmrs 3ft 'mounted

is.

a.y

7;4
57A-ins..3/1b-in. thick. which is fasterlId
to the rear flanges of the support
Inackets. This makes the construction
of the amplifier particularly neat and
attractive since only the bimling posts
anti the socket shells

apt.r

above the

nel

258
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It also serves to protect the
pans from the inevitable accumulation
of dust. The front. tube. and
pa
onm
gives the unit remarkable strength and rigidity.
The standard parts used are:
One panel 7 by 14 ins.,
Rematrd
3 /16ín. thick two Ansertra
to 5 ratio A.F. transfotnwrs, two
Cutler- Hamnwr sakets, two 20 -uhm
tube panel.

auction

sag,

P.
1

Ile Jur rheostats, aml knobs, one lair
of Benjamin panel support brackets, with
screws and nuts, six Fby or Marshall Gerken binding posts with soldering
hugs, one Caner 101 o
circuit jack,
one l
double circuit jack,, seven 34-in.
-in.
6-32 R. H. brass machine screws, four
Jí -in. 6-32 R. H. brass =thine screws,
632 hex brass nuts, ten solderintae
g
lugs, a spool of \\'iris. and a length
of No. 7 Mitchell -Rand varnished nth Driutma

P
Panels

If

You desire,
the

location

yet avt

,e1

scale

the

inn the tube
tu
from the
picture wiring diagram as it is shown at
exactly one -half sire in Fig. 3. How
ever, it is easier to work from the full-

Number 5

size blue prints.
\II of the holes for the
machine screws are made with a No.
18 drilL The two
-in. diameter holes
for the socket shells aim he cut out very
easily with a Stevens panel tuner or

I'/,

Fawood adjustable circle cutter.
The picture Wiring diagram m
Fig. 3 shows the exact wiring
irkw
and connections as they ceps
pear when looking at the amplifier from

ArWt
.W

the underside. When assembling the unit
you will find that the appearance will
timproved grcately if you keep all of
in the machine .screws pointing
in the same direction. Reference to the
aceompatying phaognphs Will illunnte
This.
\ \'hìk this mint nay seem u
y onan maad
he

s.

t

Let wveern a

Spimife wretches Will
complishing This ince Ihm it

u

hel p

iidy

in SCan essy
tter to hold the
Wilh a screwdriver and,,
up the men with e
Ilse 11'irit for wising up the
unit. and make all bends square Ind
sharp.
Hare the soldering iron I6
d clean
aml use either li:ester or Aeldrn -main

Two-Srar As.n,naa
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Qinw{en

ROM

..MeL

Af.

La,
Af.h
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RAMO ENGINEERIM

core

aft

sold, or you may prefer plain
solder with Nokorode paste toed

1.114.int the six binding posts at the
rear of the front panel, keeping the
holes in the po. pointing straight to
Put

a lug under each nut,
the direction shown by the
short heavy lines on the picture wiring
diagram. All of the hogs with the exception of 6 and I point downward.
Remove the screws and
from the
G and + terminals of the left hand
socket, looking up at the panel from the
bottom.
Put two yo.. 6.32 R. If.
machine screws through the panel from
the top and screw on the two nuts taken
from the sockets. Then slip the socket
on the screws. replacing the two rontart
springs in their proper proition, and
making sure that the socket is turned
with its terminals in the position shown
in the picture wiring diagram.
Now
fasten it down with two nuts threaded
on to the screws.
Be sure to place a
soldering lug under the head of the +
terminal screw for a connection at the

the rear.

pointing

in

nt.

Member

5

top of the panel. Mount the right hand
socket in the same way, only in this case
P and
terminals are fastened to
the panel and a lug is put under the head
of the
terminal screw. Fill all four
lugs of each socket with solder before
fastening to the panel, as this will make
connection ea, kller on. Put a 0-in.
6-32 R. H. machine screw through the
panel with a lug and nut undernearo to
make connection No. 2.
2. Connect I, the
4-C binding
post to Z keeping this wire flat on the
underside of the tube panel. Connect
2 to 3. thc
lug of the socket. Connect 2 to 4. the + lug of the other

-

-

-It

-

.1.

3. Ft.ttpss the trot Benjamin panel
port brackets to the panel with the R. Fl.
machine screws and nu. provided.
4. Put a kg under the rear nut of the
kft hand bracket for connection 5. and
connect this to It the
+C binding
'wet. This bracket is to he um! as a
lead from
binding pot to tlie

t.

-A

rheostats.
5. Fasten

the

-A

front

onet

to

the

May.

Two.r.AstilJtmit
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brackets with the
,.in. 642 F. H.
Put a lug
screws and nuts provided.
under the nut which lo eareg the tube
panel.
the left hand bracket. l'ut
soldering lugs on the two rheostats,
pointing 011tward. horizontally from the
cent, of each. /107111t the rheostats on
the front panel with the cdlar mits.
6. Connect the two insitk terminals
7 and 8 together. Alm connect 7 to 13.
This wire runs through a hole in th
tog

.

o

tei'd rack.13Clon

hot

-

c'In0,te

under the screw of the
tenninal.
Connect 11 to 12, the lug tinder the
mrew of the + terminal.
7. Morat the two jacks under the
rheostats with the framm tows. the
hottom, the oput circuit jack going on
the left, and Me four.spring jack going
on the right, looking up at the set front
the bottom.
S. Connect 14, the left lug of the open
circuit jack to 15, the I' terminal of
the socket. Connect 16. the P terminal
of the other socket, to 17, the power left
hand nib of Me
able to spread the tabs on the jacks .000
to provide more room for soldering.
Connect 18 to 1, and 20 to 21. the
post. This wire runs straight
down from the jack to the tube panel.
and along this to the binding post.
9. Fasten the two A. F. transformers
to the transformer mounting strip with
f4-in. 6-32 R. II. screws and num, to
that- the
and G termina. of mch
one will point toward the bottom of the
amplifier when the strip is mounted on
the brackets. It will be necessary to eut

flf

I,-

fs'oTttl'I'ell'atsofforttrX7Iiott"i=g

link

groove in the brackets. Mount the
strip on the rear flanges of the brackets
with 5/,-loo. 6-32 R. H. screws and nuts.
10. Connect 22, Mt 8+ lug on the
left hand transformer, 00 23. the upper
left hand tab on the jack. Connect 25,
the P lug on this transformer, to X. the
lower right hand tab of the jack. Cover
this wke with varnished tubing. and
run it just below the cores of the transtamers. Connect 24, the G tenninsl of
toit transformer, to 27, the G terminal of
the wicket. Connect RI, the F-- tenninal
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of this transformer to 29, running this
wire through the hole in the 0000 000
Connect 30, a point on this wire. to 31,
the
terminal of the ot.r transformer. Connect 32, the P terminal lug
of this transformer, to 33, Me INP. P
binding post. Connect 36, the 13+ terminal lug of the transformer, to 35, the
INP. B bi.ing post. Finally connect
36,
G transformer terminal, to 37,
the G tennbtal of the socket. This comp4etes the wiring, and it will be well to
cheek over every connection before
tmting the unit.
11. Fasten the rheostat knobs to the
shafts by means of the set screws, to
that the reference marks to the knolo
point to the left, when the contact arms
are turned all the way to the left. This

F-

t.

is

OFF position.

the

Place the tubes in the sock.ets and ecinnect the A battery to the A+ and
binding pmts. Turn up the rheostats
three fourths way. This should light the

..

Tanks

A-

IftAttrtitnrontlit

binding pog and connect it to the +R
The tubes should not light up
Poe,
when this is dime. If they do, there is
a short circuit somewhere between the
plate and filament leads. Now, connect
the A, 0, and C lotteries to the binding
posts properly and plug the phones into
each
This should produce a loud
click Connect the output terminais of
the tuner to the input terminals of the
simplifier. 'The INP. 13 terminal goes
to the 4-R battery side and the INP.
P goes to the plate side of the detector.
Set the tuner for some station and plug
the phones into the first detector jack.
This should give an increase in volume
over that 0bl:tilled on the tuner alone.
Now plug in on the second jack. This
should give a further increase.
Try

ja..

vari.s

calms of C hatter, voltage to
find which gives the best results. The
tooll Emready C batteries 000 100060 for
this. An Ever.dy 90-volt B battery is
also
for the unit. The design has been worked out so that the
same A and 0 batteries tau he used for
both the detector in the receiving set
and the separate
amplifier unit.

'<c.w.o.

Al,

Thermo-Ammeters for
R. F. Tests
A wide range

of impo-tm13. F.

.1

J.

most tncital.
strangely
enough the least known, measuring

inurement
is
the
thermoornmeter.
Briefly, a 'Iwo...meter is one wlikh
indicates the corr. se up at a connection between hiss, dissimilar metals when
they are hatol by ihe paxsage of a current front an outside carman. Thtn the

.

marrent to be measured does
operate
the
but the scale in alihreded so as
to indicate the current in the
circuit. Both alternating and direct currents can be measured on a thermo-ammeter because it operates front
heating
effect.
Two conventiand typ. of tntier1 are
ill.rated in Fig. I. At the left is an
extremely sensitive then...meter. ha,
Mg a full-scale ,kflection of 25
pars, made by the Rawson Company,
while the snuller mie is a Weston meter.
rending
to 3 amperes.
For most work on receiving circuit
tests. a meter reading to 200 milliamperes
is about right.
Chu 25 If. A. meter is
tired frequently in special work where
the loop attached to
binding .sts is
merely coupled to the coil in the circuit

me,

.side

t.
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can be made in

.

under test, so as
to introduce a high
resistance in the test circuit. In this case
the meter is not used to measure a definite current, but simply to indicate yewnance.

When it

is

was.).

to handle larger

rerrems, shunts can be obtained to connett across the meter, multiplying the
scale reading up to the particular factor
of the shunt employed. Sercral types
lure self-cntained shunts so that the
reading can be changed by turning a

switch.
The
thernio-galvanometer is
frequently used in R. F. measurements.
This is generally referred to as a currentsquared mexer for, when The current is
doubled, the number of degrees on the
scale is multiplied by 4, or to reduce the
current by one-half, the circuit
be
adjusted until the scale reading is onefourth of
original value. Fidl scale
deflection is obtamed with a current of
115 M. A.
A series of tests are now being carried on in the Darien laboratory to provide more specific data than that gsven
in A. October 1924 hale.
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Specified Parts for
the Silver
4 -Tube Knockout
Described in This
O Issue by M. B. Sleeper

rot

v.it

The famous Silver Pour -Tabs "Rnochour described by Mr. Slwper in this issue
of "Radio Rndneaine is the ultimo« in far -tube receivers. It will accomplish
anty-foot loop what any supr-het wI11 do on a loop. The wnrtmction n
sng
that a rwvice un build h. Approved
the "Who's
E of Radio,
mont which are th< lollowing authorities: M. e.
B. SIe<pw of R+AIO
Radio Rngin«ring;
Laurence Cockaday of Popular Radio: Arthur Lynch of Radio Broadcast: Frank
Pesrne of Radio Age, Radio World, Everybody's Radio. Radio. and others. The
Par« shown below maybe had complete for $44.40.

Comp««

construction

da« for

Rring 171. Super upao -date with 210
and 21l charted snd matched S -M
acknowledged the
Tramlatueo
Sneer male.
a
supplied with
individual curve. Piper
Filter (211) is sup.
plied with Proper tuning condenser.
210 S -M Transformer ....Each 88.00
211 S.M Transfomer ....Each
8.00
1018 S -M Coupiinb Unit.. Each 2.50

-

the

lamoue Silver Super is new available.
Itteluded ar
a
(WIsise baseboard

Sert

d

uoac o

n't

n, anmri. nt
wiring instructions. Prior 504
tipst
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BLUEPRINTS for RADIO SET BUILDERS
one -TUBE sers
CIRCUIT RECENTRATIVE RE.
CEIVER the hone. X -1900 typp haply
used

m.urn

I>0 te 600
very .
Tyva X- 1900.x! .Feeu. ]3..

RECEIVER.
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e
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IMPROVED RASLA REFLEX
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n d «i¢na
5900.
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work. Ty11.1i00.
31.00

SET..

TC CIRCUIT
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DEPENDABLE DESIGNS for RADIO SETS

M. B.
A -52

SLEEPER, Inc. P

h

New York City

Vanderbilt Avenue
244

Your Batteries
Patent has it1.4 !HMI grallttfl tO 115.
COVerinf the self-contained multiple
switch In our No. 55 radio voltineer.
pleasure in offering 1.5
10
5,14i0 Fa owners for
Weak battestiug their batteries.
all
radio
troubles.
of
nt,,,
Mrinn muse

We

take

hISIr11111ellt

PATTERN NO. 55
THREE NEADING
l'111.7511,TER

Jewell Electrical Instrument
1650

Walnut

CO.

Chicago

The Final Quality Touch
to a Carefully Built Set

eft)BAKELITE

II

JACKS
ythe.1:74

ad.m...,,Arr, coNsouoArAmmacwr

trai
Umalifiedi;

41 East

42.d

St

co.

Now York, N Y.

An unfailing power supply
for both circuits
L an unfailing power supply for your radio
Power Units furnish constant uni
Radio
Balkite
form voltage tobah'A'and B'dreuits and giro yourset
greater <Le ty, posses and distance. The Balkite Battery
Charger keeps your.A'etonge battery charged. Balkite
Mere at last

B

,cplxn'B'bnterieeentirclyand fumishesplateeur
mu from the light socket. Bah arc based on the rance pr i ncipk, are entirely noiseless. and are guaranteed to give
saniel,eioo. Sold by leading radio dealers everywhere.
F

N...

a,wLÓh

IkK.fys

-MUL

'Radio

Bal tepowerunits
a

usrHaunvare «swta- uraarce

Manufactured by FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY,

HAT/

wu,.rsv..ar

Ins, North Chiefs, Illinois

DON'T GUESS! MEASURE
Those Small, Elusive, High Frequency Currents
Rawson Thermal Meters will do
this with speed and accuracy.
Use

al.

Rawson Multimccen, Microammeters, Fluxmctcrs, Resistance Meters, Thermo
in Vacuum, etc.

Coupla

RAWSON
EI ECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

COMPANY
Norfolk St., Cambridge, Mus.
D56

re,
:or

35 Types Audio Transformers
Untigatt builds an Audio Transformer
for any possible reeptirement-it is for
this reason Dongan Traneformers are
the choice of eu many of the forward-

looking set manufacturers. No matter
what the requirements flongen builds
best
euited-un.
the
transformer
mounted (coils and laminations); semi.
mounted furnish.I with bushings and
clamps; mounted types-both shield.
and otherwise.
Uongan Transformers are eonstructed for the highest degree of perPerfectly balanced Irene
formance.
formers, guaranteeing uniformly fine
reception. Uongan Audio Transformers
already are used as standard equipment
by 38 of the leading Si Manufacturers.

All

Voltmeters for Your Set Insure Performance
Most of the better

%Mime..

se. being built

now

standard equqw
ment. Many manufacturers arc choosBuilt by an
ing Dongan Voltmeters.
organization skilled in the design and
manufacture of high grade electrical
instruments for 15 years Uongan High
Resistance Voltmeters will keep your
set accurately checked all the time.
Definite readings ener the entire range
of ocale keeps you informed on tube
and B battery voltage.

mantle

as

MANI FACTI RERS QUOTP.D ON REQUEST

Jobber.: Gat Dongan clear°. for your catalog

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Detroit, MIA.

2995 Franklin Street

Transformers of Merit for

15

years

Cabot Circuit Receiver
(Coafiecf from papa 2411
denser. This c
fco the wiring
c

the

of

.cet.

13. Put the large dials on the cote
denser shafts at the front of the panel.
They should he fastened to the shafts
by swans of the sat screw., in such

petition that the zero division on the
dial coincides with the index stark on the
aced when the owr plag arc turned
all the way eteckeeise
the stop ¡ the
taon.
screw the vernier krnbs on the
condenser vernier shafts. hefdieeti the
shafts m the back with pliera. if crewsaryry.
Cheek over all the wiring against
f

F7L KU-STAT
X4g1uRAnvtaAx8ia1010WrtLOW
..

htlórq

3x.po

etti

metal

drape, eei
and fasten them with
four % -in. oval head black screws. Make
sure that the .Jotted ends of the sticks
are away from the casting and the sluts
are all on the same side of the loop.
Put our of the binding posts in the hole
on the longest arm, nearest the casting.
Remove the insulation for about I in.
from one end of the loop wire and fasten
tris to the binding post already i it
taon. Keeping the wire taut, wind
on
the loop frame. slipping it down into the
slots. Ile careful to keep the Imp arms
right angle., m
other. When
hen the
slots ate filled, thre ul the free end of the
wire through the hole in the long arm.
and put the second binding pct in place.
hfea.nre the amount of wire necessary
to connect to this terminal. serape the
insulation awa r from the end. and connect it secureli to the binding post.
Renoue the brase casting and fit the
mall end in the hole in the middle of

v1
ax.to

la

o

,tebty

d.

1

a+r4r4eetO0nuaaraarn

at

the photographs and ace that all connections arc lirnt and well made
Place the four loop suns hn
De

I+aP

Wl'tn!ylgrrn-r
RAM rMxranaAlnylra

drier

the

=2'0`

6.4

the

ange

larger lase patte on tle opposite
side !mm the feet.
1,t
l'Ia<e the smaller
lase piece in the larger one and fasten
it in place with the washer and 10.32
machine screw.

With there hase pieces
right ange. to each alwr, stand the
kmg ans of the loop in the lassse
stig
at

re
hcocecred
We ruup etr

D.

X. 1RSTRUMERr CO. Wre4bart,

r

iceas

"wire furOperettas nisherl. Put a No. 763 Everreatly 22% volt f1 battery in the box
and connect the two leads to it.
:W 6.
volt. 100.ampere lour f:vereadv storage

Pa.
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Demand the Best

Your Trade Deserves It
NO PENCIL MARKS

NO INDIA INK

Used in the construction of our leaks
WE USE THE

GENUINE IMPREGNATED
Resistance element, machined ferrules

Glass

Grid Leaks

ammo
s+o

'peMl
N

LArp

CLEAR GLASS w

Your Own Neme

o

Trade-Mark if Desired r

Write for Price List

TRoT
ELECTRIC CO.. INC.

YORK CITY
OM,

16 HUDSON ST.. NEW
WHOLESALE

NOTE:

M+nuf+.,n....

jobber. -w
fEe Ala m nufm1Prer.
NATED"eelemeot pid ,. +L.

..

of

-IMPREC.

(Carrrfmred from paye 268)
can be used for lighting the tub
filaments. Thies roobioed with a Bafkits
charger, will Rive very eRicicnt opeok
tira. Connect two No. 772 Evere,ady
45.volt B batteries in uriei and to do

lottery

A+

i/

and B
set across the
A
volt Eveready C

connected across the

be

-

AF1P+

posts

battery shoolf

A-

and

C,

binding busts. The loud speaker goo
10 the speaker + and
posts. Conne.
the inside binding post of the loop ts
Me right hand lure binding post 68 of
t.
Connect the outside loop ter.
val to 69 of the set. Push In the
filament switch.
the Sodfoa tube 4
Me adapter and fit it in in the front left
hand socket. See picture wiring diagram.
and photographs.
Insert the four st:m.L nl tubes, vrhick
may he CV201A's. C30lAss, or DV2'a
in the remaining ,sockets.
Torn the rheostat 'knob taunter clods

the

Build or Rebuild
with AmerTrans
11.NE of the reas
vrhy
lJ AmerTransare
Ofor
ne

4 i. their strong,

line

c

n

opDobn. 11;r1

'se to the stop.
<e

on

ad

c
alwoaays be depended ron
to deliver the, Inmost in amlio

mplifieation.

qñllq-AFi,
AF:,
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A
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Spnem er limbo
Revronim,:
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ADORES&

Tura the potentiometer

knob counter clockwise. Pull out the
battery switch knob. All tubes shoull
light, except We Sodion. Turn the rhea.
slat up to about 90, and the Sodios
should light.
Set the right hand condenser dial to
100.
Rotate the potentiometer dia
slowly to the tight until a slight hiss it
heard. Now rotate the left hand dii
very slowly and at the same time rotate
the right hand dial in a clockwise dira
tkm keeping just atout at its oscillating
pant. which ts indicated by a clid
When a station is heard, the volume can
he controlled with the potentiometer.
IF
any interference of stations is expel
entes. an increase in selectivity may be
obtained by routing the loop to dill'.
est directions, and turning the potes
tioneter knob clockwise and simultam
Iv revolving the right hand condense,
dial nearer the oscillating point. {Vh.
searching for stations it Is absolutd
cessary to turn the loop tuning cos
racer very slowly as the set is so se
live that stations will be passed W

working twiir
rfo nn rsmRh
.AmerTrmn amplify extreme
with naturalness and uni
fortuity.
They are high
quality,

r

,rsw.. w

lets

made at the Darien faboratop
the ewe of operating this se
vnlunw, quality. and range nuke e

..

w

that

of the tees of outfits that profs
.set builders ran make safely fte
1.r fussy kind of clients who are, oltes
tittles,
ao hard to please.
.vat

AMERAN
2T0

Fantail Jacks

BMS

The easiest soldering jacks made!
S. JACKS have
BM.fantail
lugs, which

the exclusive cupped
make soldering easy.
The jacks are made of solid brass, whsle the

springs arc of phosphor bronze.
Brooklyn Metal Stamping Corp.,
718 atlantic A.c., Brooklyn, N. Y.
aho
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Whatever
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Webster's New
International Dictionary
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C. MERRIAM COMPANY,

SPrmrndd, Mur..

U. S. A.
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Tuned R. F.
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Vi; ilance CABINETS
We build them

-Any dtsimt -MY quantity

BALDWIN
CABINETS
e

or

Leadership
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ship.

ten ön.

TheY

aupe-

rwilÌ erermra Promp[fia4

BALDWIN
Radio

Eli

MIa.

le..e.,,

ALLAMERICAN leadership is
confirmed in striking manner by a
leading New York magazine, widely
noted for the strict censorship which
it exercises over advertising claims.
The publishers of this magazine
learned, through direct replies from
dealers, that ALL -AMERICANS are by far the most
Transformers with their customers.

5.,

=r.

leadership

Such
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t
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best
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public confidence which this eadership
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confidence, too. in
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RI
CAN 7ram[amen axe insnaea.
installed.
ALL TIIRÄPp advenistng and
ALL -AMERICAN precision manu[acnrt
have c
htned thou
auence to place

AL1.- AMERICAN

Tranelorm<rs

W

decisively in the lead.

ALL -AMERICAN RADIO CORP.
N.

2892 Coyna

Raurad.
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ALLAMPLIFYING
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TRANSFORMERS
Largest Selling Transformers in the World
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NEW!
-Coupled

Resistance
Amplifier Kit $500
for only

Get Distance
With Howard

likolead
S

"Low Loss" Parts

3 stage Resistance
c. to*d Amplifier Kit No.
l

Price $5.00
Ware

Cost is secondary in the
making of (toward "Low

Jn /.ee Jsprw,v

ELECT WAD

Loa" Parts

373ltroaawq
l'wk City

rw

The first consideration is in
the building of the best in
order to give you the satin.
faction and long life you
have a right to expect. All
Howard parts are so guar
antoed.
-

Rheostats,
Potentiometers,
Fixed Condensers,
Binding Posts,
Switch Levers,
Sockets,
Plugs, etc.

Those dealers who specialize
in the better grade pans feature those marked Howard.
Write for circulars
HOWARD RADIO COMPANY
551 -469 East Ohio

í

Street, Chitoto

r4

is being designed for me in developing new ¡des, and
Radio F-ngineering Magazine.
equipment to be shown

the country.
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SPECIAL ADVANCE INFORMATION

IAIIORATORT SERVICE WITHOUT COST
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M. B. SLEEPER, INC.
A-52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
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Labor.",
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PLUNGER
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SPECIAL ADVANCE
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FOR MORE
VOLUME
Actual tests show that the volume on the Browning.
Drake set is increased, und noises reduced when Jn
U ?I Salial tube is used for the detector.
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They Turn SMOOTHLY
Punt

No jumping! No back lash! No sticking

or binding!
Rheosats and Potentiometers turn snoah!y and freely.
The cone* arm is sa right at the hcwq
chit the tension alssays consist the stmt.
ae, also, the csmvenìent OFF anJ ON Jill.
Over 33 Auditx u manufunuets use Puent Rheostats and Potentiometers in their sen.
You Mt have the same models and the situe sylerdid taule.
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Enthusiastic
praise from users
of the new

Model "S"

Acmeflex
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Send
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today
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SUMMER RECEPTION
Magically Improved by Installing

New KARAS Harmonik

Audio Frequency Amplifying Transformers
Why be content with anything less
than the most perfect musical receptian your radio set is capable of
giving?
Sumner condition. are unfavor-

-'lis true. But. they need not
stand in the way of tour thorough
enjoyment of radio mnai if you will
make one simle change in your receiver.
Secure a pair of Kara. Harmonik
Transformers and put than in place
of the transformers you are now
using. It takes hut a few uminutes
to nuke the change and the money
you lay for Karts transformers will
prove the greatest inyegmat you
ever fade in radio amanita.
You have a good set- of course
bet the perfect perfonemce it is
vepebk of giving will never he fully
realized until you put these new
able

,

-

scientifically designed transfnrmen
in the audio end.
You will be surprised and delighted
wish the market! !ntprovement. AI!
tones -high and low -will pour out
of the speiker with a full, clear,
natural quality, the like of which yon
hardly expected radio to produce.
You will feel the nresntce of the
vital bamonks and rich overtones
which ether tort fnrnters had lost
through failing
R ve fall
cation to the very low and eery high
andin frequmcia.
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